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5th European Championship of the Missouri Fox Trotter 2004in Europe.
The quality of horses and rider was on a very high level. Therefore it was sometimes
difficult for the judges to come to a result. In the model-classes it was shown that there
are beautiful Missouri Fox Trotter, which can fulfill all dreams with an excellent exterior.
Besides of the traditional Western classes the “Cowboy Rolls Royce” could also present
himself in the special Gait classes. The gaits are one of the most important criteria’s and
have been tested in various disciplines.
Also the Youth, 15 - and younger, could show their talents. With 700 €, 850 USD,the
Youth-class had the highest donated pricemoney in this European Championship.
The horse with the highest score of points over all classes of professionals, amateurs and
youth became European Champion of the Champions 2004.
The rider with the highest number of points of all classes became Rider Champion 2004
or Youth Rider Champion 2004.
Again the black stallion “GMC Black Velvet” became European Champion of
Champions; his rider was Juergen Hess and his owner is Lothar Rowe from the Miller
Ranch in Scottsdale/Arizona. This stallion was extremely successful both in Europe and
the US but this was his last show, he retires now and will enjoy his future life as breeding
stallion.
European Champion of Champions Reserve 2004 became “Southern Smokey” with
Bianca Kuesters from the MFT Gestuet Ruednitz/near Berlin as trainer. She became also
Rider-Champion Profis.
The title Rider-Champion Amateur was given to Gerhard Holzinger from Linz/Austria.
Youth-Champion became Ramona Wessel from the Weser Mountain Stable
“Coppenbruegge”/Germany.
The Missouri Fox Trotter breed is different from other horses in many ways. Because of
the four-beat gait they belong to the gaited horses. Because of their multi talents they
show great results in many disciplines. As show-horses they are showing their special
gaits such as Flat Foot Walk, Fox Trot and Canter with grace and rhythm. The exterior
should show an elegant, small and refined head with small ears, warm and big eyes, a
short back and a well-balanced body.
This breed is unchallenged in difficult terrain, crossing rivers and on endurance trails;
with a low pulse they reach their destination comfortable, soft, surefooted and fast.
Hardly any other horse breed has these qualities. They are easily satisfied, willing, and

easy to handle with a healthy urge forward. Therefore for many trail riders and pleasure
riders the Missouri Fox Trotter is the horse they love and enjoy to ride.

